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with the definitions. Choose the correct relative pronouns.

6. HD TV

FI

8. W iFi

a) a smartphone hat / where has a multi-touch screen and who / that can function as
a video camera, a phone, a portable media player, a wireless lnternet device, etc.

b) a continuous <always on' connection which / wko does not use telephone lines; high-speed
Internet access tgocryrzl that / when is fmster and better than the traditional access.

c) a lightweight electronic device with a built-in screen, game controls, speakers and
batteries whose / that allows people to carry it and play it at any time or place.

d) a home video game console (an electronic machine that is used for playing games
on a screen) who / tltat can even receive messages and updates over the Internet.

e) high-definition television when / whick provides a resolution that is higher than that
for standard-definition television (about 5 times as many pixels ms standard television)

f) a popular technology where / tltat allows an electronic device to exchange data
wirelessly (using radio waves) over a computer network, including high-speed
lnternet connections.

g) a project which / who started as an off-line portable reader and is used to deliver
an off-line text-only version of W ikipedia on a m obile device.

h) a line of portable media players created and marketed by Apple Inc. which / what
can serve as a data storage device (a device for collecting and keeping information)
(from 2 GB to 160 GB).

i) a means of transport whose / that uses two or three power sources tlxcToqHHI<n
aHeprl- ) to move it.
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,,( w hich of the things mentioned above would you like to hyve? W hy? Write a short
paraqraph answering the question.


